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Fracture design and analysis software
Features

•
•
•
•

Benefits

Real-time onsite monitoring
and evaluation
Four fully integrated analysis
modules for diagnostic injections
Design and display a multipletreatment fracturing job in a
single file
Built-in libraries of various fluids
and proppant

•
•
•
•
•
•

Assesses stresses, permeability,
pressures and other
rock characteristics
Helps enhance fracture designs
Supports dipping reservoirs for
multiple-treatment horizontal wells
Reservoir properties directly
imported from log files
Easy interface promotes user
friendliness
Aids in maximizing long-term
production

The industry’s most widely used fracture design
and analysis software
FRACPRO fracture design and analysis software
improves well performance by providing the insight
required to design successful stimulation programs.
®

A powerful tool for fracture optimization
FRACPRO software can effectively model any type
of pressure stimulation job, including limited entry
wells, multiple perforated intervals and horizontal well
fracturing.
Propped fracs
The unique software allows understanding of proppant
placement, conductivity improvements and fracture
dimensions, and incorporates the effects of proppant
damage due to crushing, embedment, stress cycling, and
non-Darcy and multiphase flow.

Acid fracs
FRACPRO software can model acid injections using acid
reaction rates, thermal modeling and a fluid library containing
common acids to determine etched fracture length and width.
Frac packs
The client can choose from three different leakoff models and
back stress to effectively match tip screenout behavior.
Matrix acid
With a look and feel similar to the FRACPRO software,
STIMPRO™ matrix acidizing analysis software is a stand-alone
program for matrix acid injection below fracture pressure. It is
an effective tool to evaluate worm holing and skin reduction.

Horizontal wells
FRACPRO software can simulate single and multiple
treatment horizontal wells, allowing creation of multiple
pump schedules and reservoirs in a single file.
Foam fracs
Energized systems can be simulated in FRACPRO
software. The software calculates foam quality at
the surface and downhole along with gas and liquid
volumes required.

3D Reservoir Viewer shows fracture profiles along wellbore and dipping
reservoir layers.
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FRACPRO
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Constant improvement
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